
Chappel Parish Council. 11 January 2021 !!
Ward Cllr’s Report!!
1.! General!
I wish you all a happy New Year. I hope it is a better year for all of us than 2020. Lets be 
positive and look forward to happier times when we have all been vaccinated, and it gets 
warmer!!
!
Looking back to your December meeting, we had just come out of lockdown and life was 
returning to something like normal in the High Street. However, things changed rapidly, 
Christmas was spoiled for many of us and we are in lockdown again. The situation in 
Essex is currently pretty grim and gets worse by the day with infections due to the new 
variant increasing quickly in some parts with high numbers of deaths, hospitals 
overstretched and sending patients to Cambridge and Norwich, who themselves are 
becoming full. Colchester and Tendring still have the lowest numbers of cases in Essex, 
but far higher than in December as the new variant spreads. The situation is south Essex 
is dire. Last night’s local news reported 30 deaths in Southend hospital in one day. 
Hopefully, the new measures will begin to take effect before too long and deaths in our 
hospitals will decline again.!
!
I do receive updates from the County Council, Public Health Director and police on a 
regular basis. Some of this data is split down into Districts so if anyone would like to know 
the current local position at any time between meetings, please let me know.!
!
The Council services are carrying on as before with no news of changes, although it is 
reported that some waste collections are being affected by staff shortages again although 
so far not in our area.!
!
2.! Local Plan!
!
The Council is holding an Extraordinary Meeting on 1st February, to consider the adoption 
of Pt 1 of the Plan. The continuing inclusion of the Tendring Borders Garden Community is 
still controversial with those from East of the Borough, but if adopted we can at last move 
forward with the Inspector considering Pt 2 of the plan. This, as you will recall, contains all 



the other housing and industrial allocations, planning policies, etc, including proposed new 
housing in Chappel and Great Tey. Some, like the Eight Ash Green site for 150 houses 
have been brought forward early and approved to help maintain the 5-year land supply, 
hopefully to protect the Borough from speculative developments.!
!
3.! Highway issues!
!
Following Highways decision not to provide a new pedestrian crossing, Wakes Colne PC 
asked Anne Brown and me to ask them to reconsider. After a site meeting with Anne last 
months, she and I held a Zoom meeting with Sonia Church and Jon Simmons , Highways 
officers responsible for the area. Anne and I felt the speed survey did not fully recognise 
the particular problems at the site. However, after we fully setting these out, officers 
confirmed the assessment did in fact look at total volume, type and speed of traffic over a 
24-hour, 7 day period in October. It also looked at all pedestrian movements around the 
crossing. The information disclosed still did not reach the criteria required for Zebra 
crossing on an A road where traffic movement is important. The officers did undertake to 
examine some minor matters that might help the situation, such as bus schedules to avoid 
long stops. It was mentioned that your request for a 20 mph limit passed the school is to 
be implemented, but only when a flashing light operates at crucial times.!
!
4.! Flooding!
!
The reply from the Environment Agency admitted that the gates at Earls Colne Mill are out 
of operation, but this was not a factor causing our local floods that were solely due to the 
exceptional rain on already saturated land.!
!
5.! Footpath Closure!
!
Latest news on the continuing closure of Footpath 15 is that an agreement with the 
landowner will see a footbridge over the stream between Timberlands Farm and Crepping 
Hall provided by the County Council.!
 !
I hope to attend your virtual meeting on Monday. I am happy to answer questions. !
!
Peter Chillingworth! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 8 January 21


